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ABSTRACT
The browsing of large image data bases has become a standard problem not only on the web but also in private photo
collections. Most browsing techniques build on high dimensional feature spaces that are reduced to one or two dimensions when presented to the user. As this approach does not
scale well with the size of the data base we propose to use an
interface based on the concept of parallel coordinates. Around
the currently selected image, we collect images for each feature dimension, which vary only in this feature coordinate,
and present them to the user in a row by row fashion. In this
way the user can understand the individual feature dimensions
independently. Besides directed image search the interface is
well suited to explore classes of images and furthermore to
evaluate how intuitive individual feature dimensions are for
the user.
Index Terms— image retrieval, image browsing, image
feature analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
When looking for a specific topic on the web, text based
queries are used extensively to jump nearly instantaneously
to an initial web page from a cluster of documents related to
the target topic. The immense efficiency is due to the huge
vocabulary that allows for very short queries. Furthermore,
text based comparisons are comparably easy. The same approach works nearly with the same efficiency for multimedia
data that is textually annotated by hand or implicitly by web
page creators. In the real world most image data bases are
not annotated sufficiently or even not at all as in most private
photo collections.
This has recently triggered a lot of research in the area of
visualization, summarization and exploration techniques [1]
for large image data bases that are purely based on the information contained in the images themselves. In this setting
the image query is not in textual form but rather resides as a
mental image in the mind of the user. Most image browsing
techniques can be decomposed into three stages: analysis, visualization and interaction. In the analysis stage, high dimensional feature vectors are computed for each image. These
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result from image descriptors that are independent of the image data base. The second step of the analysis stage exploits
the data base specific sampling of the high dimensional feature space to reduce its dimension or to extract neighbor information. Based on the results from the analysis stage, the
visualization stage selects a very small subset of the image
data base and arranges this selection in a 2D layout. In the
beginning the selection should give a good overview or summarization of the image data base whereas later on it should
exploit the user input to extract the class of images that the
user is looking for. Therefore, the interaction stage is closely
linked to the visualization stage. Here the user can typically
select one or multiple images, navigate into image clusters or
tell which images he is not interested in.
In the purely feature based image browsing scenario it is
especially problematic at the beginning that only a small number of images can be presented at the same time. The probability that an image, which is similar to the mental image of
the user, belongs to the initial view decreases with the size
of the image data base and the concretion of the mental image. Even with the best summarization techniques the user
will not know where to click in the beginning. This problem
is typically referred to as the page zero problem. In this paper
we propose a new browsing strategy that addresses this scalability problem by presenting individual feature dimensions to
the user in a comprehensible way such that he can perform a
directional or directed search right from the beginning.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: first we give
a brief overview of the proposed approach. Then related work
is discussed. In Section 4 we describe the analysis stage and
describe which features have been used so far. Section 5 details how the images for each feature dimension are collected.
Different browsing strategies exploiting the proposed interface are examined in Section 6 before the paper is concluded.
2. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach is very similar to the taxi cab optimization technique that is illustrated in Figure 1. Isolines show the function
to be maximized. Like most non linear optimization techniques also the taxi cab method needs an initial location x0 .
From x0 the search for the maximum is first directed along the
first coordinate axis ϕ1 and reduced to a 1D maximization.
At the directional maximum along the first axis the search is
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Fig. 1. Analogon from non linear optimization with the taxi
cab method: isolines and coloring scale from cyan to white
illustrate to be maximized function, x0 is an initial location,
arrows illustrate 1D optimization steps along the coordinate
axes.

Fig. 2. Parallel Axes user interface: one row of images for
each feature axis in both directions around the current image
(yellow, mouse over image: red). The gray triangles illustrate existence of more images that can be scrolled in with
the mouse on the triangle. The number of images per axis
is shown in parenthesis after feature name. Navigation bar is
shown over feature axes with large number of images. Feature
dimensions can be selected on the right.

redirected along the second axis towards the next directional
maximum. This process alternates until a local maximum has
been found and the step length has decreased to zero. The
generalization to an arbitrary dimension is straight forward.
The proposed image browsing approach follows the same
idea. Browsing begins at a central initial image that corresponds to x0 . The function to be maximized is the similarity
to the mental image of the user. The GUI allows navigation
from the current image in both directions of each feature dimension. In feature space we can imagine a coordinate system composed of one axis per feature, where all these feature
axes intersect in the feature space location of the current image. From there we collect images along each feature axis
in both directions. The collections of images are finally presented to the user in one row per feature each row with the
current image in the center (see Figure 2). The user can freely
navigate along the feature axes by clicking any of the shown

images. Furthermore, the user can select an arbitrary combination of features to adapt the directed search to his needs. In
Figure 2 the intuitive features luminance, yellow-blue color
component and red-green color component are shown in the
first three rows. Their advantage is that they are intuitively
comprehensible. The last feature was computed as described
in Section 4 and is not as easy to comprehend.
The images for each feature are not only chosen close to
the feature axis but also do not vary in the feature coordinates
of the other feature dimensions. Therefore, all images in the
last row in Figure 2 have the same average luminance and average color. In this was the user can comprehend what the
feature is selecting independent of luminance and color. The
user can gain even more insight into the last feature by interactively combining it with other intuitive features from the
GUI on the right.
The free choice of feature dimensions also makes the
method scalable to very large image data bases. The data base
browsed in Figure 2 contains 19 thousand images. With four
dimensions selected simultaneously only 24, 18, 11 and 32
images are necessary to illustrate the feature axes through the
complete feature space. Due to the irregular sampling of feature space this is a bit more than the expected number of 11,
which is the fourth root of 19 thousand. For m selected feature dimensions and n images, the number of images per axis
can nevertheless be estimated by n1/m and the total number
of images in a view by m · n1/m . For 100 million images and
eight feature dimensions only ten images arise approximately
per row what nicely illustrates the scalability of the proposed
approach.
Another advantage of the proposed browsing strategy is
that we can easily integrate arbitrary features. Even if feature
dimensions are strongly correlated, no problems arise as only
these images are collected along each axis, where the other
feature values do not change. Therefore, reduction of feature
dimension can be done for each type of feature independently,
such that no mixing of different kinds of features is necessary.
The major contributions of this work are:
• a new browsing paradigm for large image data bases,
• a scalable solution to page zero problem, and
• a visual analysis tool for feature dimensions.
3. RELATED WORK
The QBIC system [2] was probably the first content based image retrieval systems. Since then a huge amount of techniques
have been developed in this domain. A good survey on different display, summarization and exploration techniques can
be found in [1]. Recent advances in content based image retrieval are gathered in [3].
Browsing techniques are presented in the work of [4] on
visual analysis techniques in feature space. They provide

standard tools like parallel coordinates to brush coordinate
subspaces but have limited navigational capabilities. [5] focus on personalization actions that allow to adapt the local
browsing structure and thus enhance the personal experience
of the user every time he uses the application. [6] place images
according to their pair wise similarity in a 2D context. They
allow user adaption of the similarity measure. [7], [8] and [9]
introduce a hierarchical browsing algorithm that speeds up
image retrieval significantly.
Heesch and Rüger [10] introduce NNk networks for local image browsing. For each image nearest neighbors with
respect to several different similarity measures are arranged
around the current image and suggested to the user as possible navigation targets. Compared to our method only a small
neighborhood around the current image is presented to the
user and individual feature directions are not represented by
the arrangement of the images on the screen. De Rooij and
Worring [11] introduce the concept of thread based browsing
in the area of content based video retrieval. Each thread defines an order on the browsed video clips based on a different
dissimilarity measure. The major difference to our approach
is that all threads include all images leading to visual redundancy and making the approach not scalable to huge data
bases.
To our knowledge no system has been proposed before
that uses a directed search paradigm.
4. IMAGE FEATURE ANALYSIS
The individual feature dimensions used in our approach are
derived in the analysis stage where we use standard techniques. Low dimensional feature spaces are generated with
the help of Kernel PCA [12] from similarity matrices that are
derived from image similarity measures, which are typically
based on image descriptors. A good comparison of similarity
measures and image descriptors can be found in [13]. Image
data bases with more than 1000 images are subsampled for
efficient computation of the Kernel PCA.
Image property
CEDD [14]
FCTH [15]
CLD [16]
SCD [16]
EHD [16]
Gist [17]
Template

Similarity measure
Tanimoto Coefficient
Tanimoto Coefficient
According to MPEG-7 standard
According to MPEG-7 standard
According to MPEG-7 standard
L2 distance
L2 distance

Table 1. Image descriptors and derived similarity measure
used for Kernel PCA.
None of the currently proposed image similarity measures
performs best on all data bases, for all queries and everywhere in the sampled space of image. Therefore, we allow
the user to interactively select individual feature dimensions
from all low dimensional feature spaces, which are derived

Fig. 3. Parallel axes visualization based on intuitive features.
from different similarity measures. In specific we used the
CLD, SCD and EHD image descriptors defined in the MPEG7 standard [16], the extensions CEDD [14] and FCTH [15],
and the Gist [17] descriptor, which has been shown to correlate with semantic image categories for natural images. Table 1 lists the features together with the similarity measures
used for Kernel PCA. "Template" denotes a low resolution
version of the image.
Feature Dimension
luminance

Computation
l¯

colorfulness
yellow-blue
red-green
contrast
yellow-blue contrast
red-green contrast
mean frequency

q
ᾱ2 + β¯ 2 + std(α)2 + std(β)2
ᾱ
β¯
std(l)
std(α)
std(β)
ν̄(l)

Table 2. Intuitive image features and their computation
Besides the Kernel PCA based features we additionally
define easily comprehensible features. When combining intuitive features with PCA features in the parallel axes visualization the PCA features can be visually analyzed much better as illustrated in Section 6. From perception we know that
luminance, color and contrast can be perceived and understood very well. Therefore we define the intuitive features
from the pixel colors transformed to the perceptual lαβ-color
space introduced in [18]. l represents luminance, α a color
channel from yellow to blue and β from red to green. We
use average values and standard deviation of the color channels to measure luminance, color, as well as luminance and
color contrast. Furthermore, we add a measure of colorfulness computed from the squared averages of the color channels and from the color contrasts. Finally, we computed the
mean frequency of the luminance channel weighted by the
contrast sensitivity function. The intuitive features are tabulated in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 3.
The computation of all features takes in average 0.3 seconds per image, such that a precomputation time of approxi-

Fig. 4. Sparsely samples 2D feature space. Focus point
marked in blue, red/magenta line show the 1D subspaces, the
boundaries of Voronoi Regions with respect to the blue point
are drawn in green and the vertical Voronoi Region of a selected red point is framed with the dotted red lines.
mately 100 minutes is necessary for an image data base with
20000 images. The parallelization of this process is trivial
such that significant speedups could be achieved by exploiting a parallel implementation.
5. PARALLEL AXES VISUALIZATION
Each view in the parallel axes visualization as introduced in
Figures 2 and 3 is composed of ordered lists of images, one
list for each feature dimension. It serves two main purposes.
Firstly, it summarizes the axis aligned 1D subspaces through
the feature point of the current image, which we call focus
point in the following. Secondly, it reveals the influence of
each individual feature dimension such that the user can perform a directed search from the current image.
The major difficulty in generating views for the parallel
axes visualization is the sparse sampling of feature space as
illustrated in Figure 4 for a 2D feature space. The focus
point is marked as blue dot. The subspace along the horizontal/vertical feature dimension is the red/magenta line. The
feature points selected for summarization of the two 1D subspaces are marked in the corresponding colors. To explain
the selection process we first state two requirements for the
images of a view:
1. All images of the data base must be reachable when
navigating the views.
2. All selected images should differ only in one feature
dimension from the current image, i.e. they should be
as close as possible to the local 1D subspaces.
To fulfill the first criterion, the idea of Voronoi Regions is
very helpful. For each 1D subspace we define a corresponding

Voronoi Region of all points in feature space that are closer
to this 1D subspace as to any other 1D subspace. In the 2D
example of Figure 4 the boundaries between the Voronoi Regions are illustrated by the green lines. Each Voronoi Region
is composed of two triangles that meet at the focus point. In
higher dimensions the Voronoi Regions are pyramids. Luckily we do not have to compute the Voronoi Regions explicitly
to assign feature points to them. We rather examine the position vector ~v from the focus point to the feature point of
interest. Suppose ~v has squared length l 2 . The squared distance of the feature point to the i-th 1D subspace (defining
the i-th Voronoi Region) computes to l 2 − v2i , where vi is the
i-th component of ~v. Finally, we can conclude that the feature
point is inside the j-th Voronoi Region where j maximizes v2j .
Points on boundaries between Voronoi Regions are assigned
to the region with smaller index. In this way all images are
assigned to exactly one Voronoi Region.
The simplest approach to guarantee reachability of all
images is to assign all images to the feature axes in whose
Voronoi Region they fall. But then each view would contain
all images. In a second step we filter out from each Voronoi
Region the images that can be reached from a remaining image when stepping into a different direction. This filter concept is also illustrated in Figure 4. The dotted red triangles
emanating from a remaining red point illustrate the region of
feature space that can be reached from there (probably indirectly) when first stepping in vertical direction. All black
points in the intersection of the red triangles and the Voronoi
Region of the horizontal 1D subspace can be filtered out. For
the general case we define for each feature dimension i a partial order ≺i on the set of all images. I ≺i J should hold for
two images I and J if and only if
1. J is not in the i-th Voronoi Region with respect to I and
2. I is closer to the i-th 1D subspace than J.
In Figure 4 for all images J inside the red dotted triangles emanating at image I both conditions are fullfiled and we have
I ≺i J. For the images marked in red neither ≺i nor i holds
as the first condition is violated. Finally, the view extraction
algorithm selects for each partial order ≺i the minimal elements.
This can be done in linear time in the number of images
with a simple sweep along the feature axis. For this we sort
the images along all feature dimensions when the features are
read from disk and store the order for fast view selection. The
sweep algorithm starts at the focus point in both direction and
compares each newly encountered image I with the latest kept
image J. If I ≺i J, J is dropped from the selection and comparison is repeated with the image before J until ≺i does not hold
anymore. This is lastly the case when we reach the current image. If J ≺i I, the newly encountered image is discarded and
if neither relation holds, it is appended or prepended to the
selection depending on the current sweep direction.

For image data bases with 20000 images the linear implementation of the view selection was fast enough for interactive performance. When larger image data bases are considered, a spatial acceleration data structure needs to be employed to achieve sub-linear performance and to guarantee interactive performance.
6. BROWSING STRATEGIES
The proposed directed search browsing technique has been
studied on a dataset of nearly 20.000 scans and detail scans
of public domain paintings from various painting styles and
epochs. The paintings have taken from the YORK Project
DVD "‘10.000 Meisterwerke der Malerei"’ (10.000 Masterpieces of Painting), which are also available at Wikipedia1 .

a)
b)

c)
Fig. 5. Making the first two Gist based PCA features understandable: a) first Gist dimension together with luminance,
colorfulness and color channels, b) second Gist dimension,
and c) first two Gist dimensions together.

6.1. Page Zero Problem
The page zero problem was the initial motivation to develop
the directed search browsing technique. The idea was to use
the interface as first interaction with a relevance feedback system. This works quite efficient as the accompanying video
shows. Here the target images are paintings from Archimboldo, which are easy to recognize also for non-experts. The
image data base contains a total of 34 of Archimboldo’s paintings making a fraction of 0.17 percent. In the video the first of
his paintings is found from a distant image after three clicks.
Some more clicks are necessary to find a distant cluster of
further paintings from Archimboldo.
We did not yet perform a user study to compare the performance with respect to a hierarchical relevance feedback
system, but our first experiences show a significant speed up.
6.2. Visual Feature Analysis
As the directed search browsing interface allows the user to
select arbitrary feature dimensions, the natural question is to
examine which of the features can be comprehended by a human observer best. Having found these dimensions the directed search interface can be initialized to these features.
To understand PCA based features it is useful to examine
what image classes they separate independent of their influence on intuitive features like luminance or color. Figure 5
illustrates this for the first two feature dimensions of the Gist
based PCA feature space. In a-c) the first/second/first+second
dimensions are simultaneously viewed with the luminance,
the colorfulness and the color channels α and β. Only the
Gist features are shown and one can easily recognize what
image classes the feature dimensions separate. All viewed
images have approximately the same luminance, colorfulness
and color values.
In a user study with 6 participants we measured how intuitive the MPEG-7 based features are. For each user and
1 commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:10,000_paintings_from_Directmedia

Fig. 6. Results of user study of difference in feature value between selected image and target image. The diagram shows
the mean difference over all users (mean), the mean of the
user specific standard deviations (mean std) and standard deviation of the user specific standard deviations.
each feature dimension we performed seven measurements.
In each measurement the current image was randomly chosen
and the examined feature dimension was shown together with
luminance and color channel dimensions. A randomly chosen
image from the examined feature dimension was deleted and
shown to the user. The task of the user was then to find the
image in the row of the examined feature that was visually
closest to the remove image. As measurement we recorded
the feature difference between the selected image and the remove image.
For each user we computed the mean and standard deviation of the feature differences. From these we computed
the mean over all measurements, and the mean and standard deviation of the user specific standard deviations. These
three quantities are depicted in Figure 6. The mean over the
standard deviations is a measure of how intuitive each feature is and the standard deviation of the user specific standard deviations is a measure how well the users agree on
the intuitiveness. We could validate that the intuitive features colorfulness, luminance contrast and mean frequency
were more understandable although the luminance contrast
was only slightly more intuitive than the PCA features. From

the PCA features the template features, SCD1, FCTH1 and
CEDD2 features were more intuitive than the other examined
features. These features can be used to initialize the directed
search interface.
6.3. Image Class Navigation
After the page zero problem has been solved it turned out that
the parallel axes visualization is also very powerful in finding
more members of the same image class. For this one typically
toggles the different feature dimensions in order to find out
which dimensions describe the class of images best. This is
illustrated in the second part of the accompanying video.
After a good set of feature dimensions has been selected
one can efficiently navigate inside the class of images. This
is shown in the last part of the accompanying video. As this
navigation stays within a small region in feature space, we extended the views with the closest images to the current image
that did not classify as minimal elements with respect to any
Voronoi Region.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a new browsing paradigm –
the directed search on local parallel axes – for large image
data bases that scales very well with the size of the data base.
The directed search browsing technique tackles the page zero
problem, makes feature dimensions more comprehensible and
even allows navigating within a class of images. In a user
study we showed which feature dimensions are most intuitive
and therefore better suited for the directed search paradigm.
In future work we will extend the user study to a larger
number of features. We will also look at how to find optimal combinations of feature dimensions during browsing. Finally, we want to compare in another user study the directed
search paradigm with other techniques that address the page
zero problem such as hierarchical clustering.
8. ACCOMPANYING VIDEO
Double click icon to open video in external viewer: .
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